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1. INTRODUCTION 
Since L. A. Zadeh introduced the concept of fuzzy sets [ 133, fuzzy set 
theory has been used in the study of AI, controls, and decision [S-7]. 
However, knowledge representation has appeared to be more important in 
the applications of these fields. The concept of factor spaces provide an 
approach for knowledge representation [ 1-4, 8,9]. 
A factor space is a family of sets {X, : t E L} with index set L. a Boolean 
Algebra L = (L, A, v , c), satisfying 
(2) If TG L is independent, i.e., for any t,, t, E T, t, A t2 =0 
whenever t, # t2, then Xr,[r, f6 T, = JJ,.,- X,, where 0 and 1 are the 
smallest and largest element of i, respectively, and n is the Cartesian 
product operator. 
We call t, t E L. a factor, X, the corresponding state space, and X,, the 
whole state space, L factor set. 
* Please address all correspondence to E. S. Lee. 
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For example, the concept “old” can be described as a fuzzy subset A of 
the age-universe U; it also can be described as a fuzzy subset B of the face- 
universe U, and so on. Here “age, ” “face,“..., are not objects themselves. We 
call them factors. When t = “sex,” X, can be described as A’, = {male, 
female > .
Because a concept can be described as a subset or a fuzzy subset of a 
factor space [Z], it is necessary to study relations between factor spaces in 
order to study relations between concepts (see Sections 3 and 4). We 
are still going to study relations between factor spaces and modern 
mathematics (for example, module, topology, sheaf theory, etc.) in order to 
develop theories of the factor spaces (see Sections 5 and 6). 
2. PRELIMINARI 
We assume that readers are familiar with the concepts of categories and 
functors [ 10, 111. 
I. Bundle qf Sets 
Let A = (Ai : i E I) be a collection of sets, where I is called the base space 
and any two members of A are disjoint sets, i.e., A, n A, = a, for any 
distinct i, Jo I. Let A be the union of all the Ai’s, i.e., A = [.Y : for some i, 
.YE Ai}, then there is an obvious map p: A + I. If XE A, then there is 
exactly one Ai such that .YE Ai, by the disjointness condition. Then 
Ai = p-‘(i) = {X E A : p(s) = i}. A, is called the stalk. The whole structure 
is called a bundle of sets over stalk I. The set A is called the stalk space 
of the bundle. Conversely, if p: A + I is an arbitrary function from some set 
A to Z, then we can defined Ai to be pP’( i), for each ie Z, and A is a bundle 
of sets over I whose stalk space is the original A and the induced map 
A + Z is the original p. 
Bn(1) is a category of bundles over I, the Bn(l)-objects are the pairs 
(A a) where a: A + I is a set function, and the arrows k: (-4 a I + (B h) have 
k: A + B such that 
k A-B 
commutes, i.e., 6~ k = CI. This means that if a(.~) = i. for s E A, then 
b(k(x)) = i, i.e., if I E A,, then k(x) E Bi. 
109 171 I-18 
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II. Definition of Topos 
Category @ is called a Topos, if @ satisfies the following properties: 
(1) An equalizer exists in C; i.e., for any objects a, b E )@I and arrows 
f, g : a 5 h there exist an object c and an arrow 12: c+ a satisfying (i) .c 
f 0 h = g’, h, (ii) for any objects c’ E ICI and arrow h’: c’ -+ a such that 
f:,h’=g:h’ 
there exists a unique arrow 6: c’ + c, satisfying h ‘3 h = k’ (then [c, h] is 
called an equalizer of a * 6). 
(2) Finite products exist in C; i.e., for any objects a, b E (@I, there 
exist an object c E ICI and arrows p,: c + a, ph: c + h, satisfying 
a 
I 
err 
C 
I 
Ph 
h 
For any object d E ICI and arrows J d -+ a and g: d -+ h, there exists a 
unique arrow h: d + c such that pan h=f, p,nh=g ([cp,pb] is called a 
product of a and 6, h is denoted as (J g), c is denoted as ax b). 
(3) Terminal objects exist in C; i.e., there exists an object u E ICI, 
satisfying for any object a E ICI, there exists a unique arrow f: a -+ u (then 
u is called a terminal object, f is denoted as !). 
(4) Exponentials exist in C; i.e., for any object a, be I@), there exist 
object b” E ICI and arrow eu: a x b” + b, satisfying 
For any object c E )C( and arrow f: a x c + b there exists a unique arrow 
h:c-+b“such that eo~(l,,h)=J: 
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(5) A subobject classifier exists in @; i.e., there exist an object 52 E ICI 
and arrow ~7: u -+ 52 (u is a terminal object) satisfying that for any manic 
arrow m: a’ + a, there exists a unique c$,,!: n -+ Q such that (a’ ! nz) is a 
pullback, i.e., 
(i) c+~,,,,:Hz=cI-! 
(ii) For any object hi ICI and arrow n: h +c1 such that 
d,,, 0 n = c : !, then there exists a unique arrow fi: h + a’ such that n = nz = ti 
DEFINITION 2.1. Set’ is a category, its objects are all A & B, where A, 
B are sets, f is a map, and its arrow from A A B to E % F is a pair of 
maps (h,k), whereh:A+E,k:B+Faremapsandk;f=g=h. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Fuz is a category, its objects are all pairs (A, x), where 
‘4 is a set, a: A -+ [0, l] is a map, and its arrow from (A, CI) to (B. 8) is a 
map ,f: ‘4 -+ B such that /3 :.f 2 ct. 
THEOREM 2.1. (1) Category Set, Set’, Bn( I) are Topos. (2) FK satisfies 
all Topos properties except subobject classifier. 
III. Concepts of the Shea. [ 1 l] 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let (X, J) be a topological space, R a commutative 
ring, and U corresponds to a module A(U) over R, for any UE J. If U, 
VE J, U z V, then there exists a module homomorphism yr,,-: A(U) + ,4( I/) 
satisfying 
(sl) For any Uz Vz W, U, V, WeJ, =z-yL.r.~yI.,+.=yc.lc.. 
(~2) Let U, U;(iEZ)EJand U=ult, II,. If thereexist f,gA(Ui) for 
any i E I satisfying 
-Yl.,c.,n P,(h) = l!L’,l’,n r;(fJ for any i,jEI, U,nU,#@ 
then there exist f~ A( U) such that /Gus,, =,fi, for any ie I. 
(~3) Let U, Ui(i~Z)~J and U=U,E, Ui. If J; gEA(U) and 
- C’L:,w = YL’c,(g) f or any ill, it follows that f =g. Then {s4(U),~Lr,.)c.EJ 
is called an R-module sheaf over (X, J). 
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DEFINITION 2.4. Let (S, < ) be a directed set. {(M,),, s, 6, yho} is 
called an R-module system over S, if for any a E S, M, is a module over R 
and for any u. h E S, CI 6 b. there exists a module homomorphism 
jlhu: M, + M,,, satisfying: 
(al ) y,, = identical mappping. 
(a21 jlhN~~‘(.h=;ltc, for any a, h. c E S, CI 6 b 6 c. 
Now we introduce a binary relation over UlrtS M,: 
.Yb E M,, x, E M, ) .Yb - s (o3aE.Y and a<h, a6c such that 
Y~~(-Y~) = jlJ.~, ). then this is an equivalent relation. 
Let M= UoeS MU/- and [s] be an equivalent class of s in IJUSs M,,. 
Then, for any 6, c E S there exist a E S such that a < 6, a < C. Defining 
C.xJ + C.U<l = [IYd-Yh) + s’,,,(-y, )I 
- [s/J = [-I/)] 
r[sJ = [rxh] for any TE R 
then M is a module over R. M is called a direct limit of .( M, ),, s. It is 
denoted as M= lim -ueS M. 
Let (X, J) be a topological space, U, is all open neighborhoods of s in 
J. Then (U.,,cr) is a directed set and {A(U),.,,,),E, Y~.~,} is an R-module 
system. Let G.=l&...,, A(U) and A=Uu,.,,- A.,. A topology is 
introduced into the set A as follows. 
Each element f~ A( U) corresponds to a subset {[f], : FE U] of A 
([f] ~ E A .), the topology of A is taken to be the topology generated by 
these subsets (for all I/ E J and all ,fe Li). Then there exists a nature 
projection rc: A + X, satisfying X( A ‘) = {X 1 and TC is continuous and open. 
(A 7c X) is called the adjoint space of {A(U), Y~.,.)~.~~, A, is called the 
stalk at s. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let (A z, X) and (IEL 71: X) be two adjoint spaces of 
two sheaves over X. respectively. Let m: A + B be a continuous map 
satisfying 
(ml) nz keeps the stalk; i.e., for any SEX, .f~A,*nz(f)~B,. 
(m2) If the restrictions of nz in stalks are module homomorphisms, 
then m is called the sheaf homomorphism from A to B. 
DEFINITION 2.6. SH(X) is a category, its objects are R-module sheafs, 
and its arrows are sheaf homomorphisms as above. 
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3. CATEGORIES FBtz( I), SFBn(I), AND FSet’ 
I. FBn(1) is a category, its objects are the triple (A t( f), where A is a 
set, .f: A + f and M: A + [0, 11 are maps, its arrows from (A ir.f) to (B fl g) 
are a map k: A + B, satisfying 
(i) p-k-31 
(ii) g :k=,f: 
THEOREM 3.1. FBn( I) has all Topos properties except subobject class$er. 
Proqf ( I ) An equalizer exists in FBn( I). 
(i) Assume that k, , k, are two arrows 
Let c= {.YEA :k,(s)=kZ(x)). and 
f, : c + I cx(,.: c + [O, 1 ] k:C+A 
s + J’( .Y ) .Y + a(x) s + k(s) = .Y 
then we obtain the object (C x, f,.) and c( 2 k(s) = x(.u) = CL,(X), ,f: k(s) = 
f(.~) =f,(x), for any IE C. Hence k is an arrow. 
Let k’ be an arrow from (C’ a(. J;.) to (A r ,f) 
Clearly k, I’ k = k, k. 
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(ii) Assume that k’ is an arrow satisfying k, ‘1 k’ = k2 ‘; k’, then 
k’(x) E C for any .Y E C’. Let 
k*:C’-+C 
s’ + k’( s’ ) 
be a map, then 
xc 3 k*(d) = a,. d k’(d) = c( : k’(Y) >, a;(Y) 
f,,fik*(s’)=f, ~k’(x’)=f’~~k’(.u’)=f,:(s’). 
Hence k* is an arrow and k i k* = k’. Clearly, the k* is unique. Therefore 
((C ~1, f<} is an equalizer. 
(2) Finite products exist in FBn( I). Assume that (A c(f) and (B /I g) 
are two objects. Let Z= ((x, ~3) : XE -4, J-E B, f(.u) = g(,r)) and 
;:z+ [O, l] 
then we obtain an object (Z; h). Let 
P,: Z-+ A P,:Z-t B 
(x, y) + .Y (.Y, y ) + .I’ 
then cl0 P,(x, y) = a(x) 2 a(x) A p(y) = :(s, J,), f; p,(x, y) =f(x) = h(x, J-). 
Hence P, is an arrow. 
Clearly, Pb is an arrow also. 
Assume that 4, $ are two arrows 
(D&i) k f (Zzh) 
Let 
k:D-+Z 
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Since J’- d(x) = rf(~) = g 2 $(.u), it implies (d(s), $(x)) E Z and k is a map, 
then 
z~k(x)=~(f$(X), l+b(x))=a~~(x) A p~l+qx)2aryd(x) 
hc,k(x) = h(qqx), I++)) =.fcqs(x) = d(x). 
Hence k is an arrow. Clearly, P,ml k = 4, Pb ci k = $, and k is unique. 
Therefore, [(Z z II) P,, Ph] is a product of (A c( ,f) and (B p g). Z is denoted 
as Ax,B. 
(3) Terminal objects exist in FBn(l). Let U = (I czI 1,) be an object, 
where a,:I+[O, l] s.t. ~,(i)=l, l,:f-+Z s.t. l,(i)=;. Let k:(Aaf)+ 
(I CI[ 1,) be an arrow. Then 1,3 k =.fi i.e., k =.f: Hence U is a terminal 
object. 
(4) Exponentials exist in F&(I). Assume that (‘4 cc.I’), (B/l g) 
are two objects. Let X,=f’-l(i)= {x~A:J‘(s)=ij, Yi=gm’(i)= 
{J-E B: g(y) = i ). Z,= (h 112: X,+ Y, is a map), yi(h)=V{i: U(S) A i.< 
fi(lz(s)), V.‘CE XI> for any i~f, where v, A are Zadeh operators. 
Let 
B”=u Z,, 71: BA+I 
it/ 
lz+7r(h)=i, if 12 E Z, 
i’: B” -+ co, 11 
12 + Yi(h), if hEZ, 
then (B 1’ x) is an object. 
Let 
er:Ax,B”+B 
(s, h) -+ h(x). 
Since A xl B= ((x, h): n(h) =f(x) , x E A, 11 E B,’ ). and so eu is a map, then 
/3 7 ev(h, x) = ji(h(x)) > a(x) A y. (h) = ai A y(h) = (c1 X 7)(.x, h) 
goetl(h,.\:)=g(h(x))=f(?s), for any s E Xi, h E Zi, iE I). 
Hence eu is an arrow. 
Assume that k, is an arrow 
(A af)x,(Ca,,.L) 
I <I k: 4 - (B/?g) 
(Aa.f)x,(B.4ynC) /Y 
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Let 
.Y -+ k(s) if k(.Y)(a)=k,(a, .u), for any CIEX,, i=f,(.r) 
then k(s) E Zi and k is a map. 
Since cx(a) A a,(s),<Bck,(a,~~)=B(k(.u)(u)), for any QEX,, i=J;.(x), 
it follows that X,.(X) 6 y,(k(s)), for any XE Ci =.f,‘(i). Clearly, 
~~k(.u)=f,.(.u).foranysECj(iEZ),e~~,~(lq,k)=k,.Hencekisanarrow 
and k is unique. Hence [(B” 7 n), er] is an exponential. 
(5) A subobject classifier exists in FBn(Z). Suppose that a subobject 
classifier exists in FBn(Z). Let ((Q w t,,,), U} be a subobject classifier and 
A = Z, CI: A -+ [0, 11, s.t. x(i) = 0. f= 1,, and U = (Zcr, 1,) is the terminal 
object 
L, 
\ 
/ 
8, 
(Q OJ <,,, 1 
Let nz = 1, be a manic arrow, then there exists an arrow 4,,, such that 
4,,, 2 m = 140 1,, i.e., d,,, : 1, = ~0 1,, hence 4, L’n = 11~1 1,, then there exists a 
unique arrow k:(Zx,l,)-+(Zcr 1,). and cr:k(i)bcr,(i), for any ill. But 
a 2 k(i) = 0, a,(i) = 1. and this is a contradiction. Hence a subobject 
classifier does not exist in FBn(Z). 
We have completed the proof of this theorem. 
II. Now let SFBn(Z) be a subcategory of FBtz(Z). Its objects are all the 
FBn(Z)-objects, its arrow k from (A af) to (BP g) satisfies: (i) PC k = Y, 
(ii)g:k=.f: 
THEOREM 3.2. SFBn(Z) is a Topos. 
Prooj We are going to prove that SFBn(Z) is isomorphic to 
Bn([O, l]xZ). Let F:SFBn(Z)+Bn([O, I]xZ), s.t. F((A,a,f))=(A, Pzf), 
F(k) = k. where P,, : A + [O. 1 ] x Z IS a map, s.t. PJ.u) = (CL(X), f(~)). Then 
F is a functor. 
Conversely. let G: Bn([O, l] x I) + SFBn(Z), s.t. G((A, p)) = (‘4 a,f,), 
where (GIN, j,(x))=-p(x). Then G is a functor also and Go F= 
1 BlI([O, l]-sl)’ F,- G= 1smm. Hence SFBn(Z) is isomorphic to Bn( [0, l] x I). 
Because Bn( [0, 1 ] x I) is a Topos, SFBn(Z) is a Topos. 
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III. Category FSef’. FSet’ is a category, its objects are all 
(A,~)1-,E,whereAandEaresets,f:A~Eanda:A~[O,l]aremaps, 
and its arrow from (A, a) 2 E, to (B, fi) -5 E, is a mapping pair (12, k), 
satisfying: 
(i) h:A+B,k:E,+E,aremaps 
(ii) fl,-d~>/z, kc,f=g-12 
(A, ,)A (Bv /I) 
For composition of (/r,,,k,) and (h,, k,), we put (Iz,,k,)~(h,.k~)= 
(h,:h,, li,c;k?). (A,ol)& E will be denoted as [(A,c(),f, E]. 
THEOREM 3.3. FSet has all rhe properties e-wept suhohjecr classfier. 
Proof: ( 1) An equalizer exists in FSet’. Assume that (h, , k, ), ( hz, k,) 
are two arrows 
Let A, = (s~A:/~~(~)=h~(x)j, E = {tEE,:k,(t)=k,(r)), a, = al,,,, 
.A =fl.4,T i.e., uI, h are restrictions of CI and f over A. Since /I,(X) = h2( s) 
for any SE A,, it follows that g: h,(+y) = g’> h,(x) for any N E A,. Note that 
k,‘2f=g,:h,, kr--f=g,Ihz, hence k,,lf(.u)=k,oJ‘(s), i.e.,f(-u)E E, for any 
s E A , . 
Let 
h: A, +A k: E-t E, 
.Y + 9 t -+ t. 
Clearly, { [(A,, a, ), f, , E], (12, k) ) is an equalizer. 
(2) Finite products exist in FSet. Let [(A, a), f; E,], [(B, b), g, E,] 
be two objects and 
(a x BIta, b) = a(a) A B(b) for any (a,b)sAxB 
(.fxg)(a3 b)=(./la),.f(~)) for any (a,h)E.4 x B. 
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Then [(A x B, a x fi), f x g, E, x E,] is an object. Let 
P,~:AxB--+A. pe: ‘4 x B+ B, 
(a,b)+a (0, h) + h 
p,:E,xE,+E, pz:E,xEz+Ez 
(f,, tz) + f, (f,, tz) -+ t2. 
Clearly, (pA, pI 1, (P,, p2) are arrows. 
Assume that (h,, k,), (h2, k2) are two arrows 
CCC ach e, El 
Cl& Sk g, -51 
Let 
h:C+AxB, k:E+E,xE? 
x + h(x) = (h,(x), h,(x)) f--+k(t)= (k,(f), kAt)). 
Clearly, (kk) is an arrow, (p,,pl)“(h,k)=(h,,k,), (p,,p,)o(h,k)= 
(h,, k,), and the (h, k) is unique. Hence {[(A x B, M x/l), f x g, E, x Ez], 
(P,, pIh (ps, pz)) is a product. 
(3) Terminal objects exist in FSet’. Let U = [( {0}, a,), l,, {O)], 
CI~: {O) -+ [O, 11, so(O) = 1. Clearly, U is a terminal object. 
(4) Exponentials exist in FSet’. Let [(A, a),J E,], [(B, /?), g, E2] 
be two objects, and 
C= ((h, k) 1 h: A + B, k: E, -+ E, are two maps and k;f =gch). 
E= {k I k: E, + E2 is a map}, x,.(/z, k)= v {I I cr(a)VIZ<~oh(a), VUEA), 
8“: C + E s.t. g-‘(h, k) = k, then we obtain object [(C, a,.), g-‘, E]. 
Let 
ev,:AxC-+B, ev2: E, x E+ E, 
(0. (A, k)) -+ 40) (t, k) + k(r). 
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Then rc,, eu2 are maps and gC’eu,(a, (h.k))=g,-h(a). ec,c(fxg’) 
(u, (h,k))=e~~~(f(u),k)=k(f(u)). Since gch(a)=k,lf’(a), hence g-ec,= 
et’2 z (f-x gj, 
Note that a,(/~, k) = v (i. 1 ~(,a) A i < /?~h(u), for any a E A ), then 
r(a) A ~,(/z,k)~B2h(u)=p~eo,(cr, (h,k)), hence (ec,,cr2) is an arrow. 
Now let (h. k) be an arrow 
[(A a). .f, E, 1 x [I(C, @, ), g’. El 
<(I,.I,l.(ll.k,\ 
-I /--G-T 
C(B? P), 5, &I 
[(A, a), g, E,l x C(X a,), e, E,l 
(F.G.(I)) 
Let 
id,-,E 
t,+c(t.,) i(t.,)(t,)=k,(r,, r,) for any t, E E, 
k:X-+C 
s -+ h(x) = (h’(x), R(e(x))), 
where ~‘(s)(u)=h,(u, x), for any UEA. Then i, h are maps and 
g-‘.: h(s) = g’(l;‘(.u), I;(e(x))) = h-(e(x)) for any s E X, i.e., g/-c A = kne (see 
F.G.(I)). 
Since cc(a) A a.,(~*) G/? -,/~,(a, ~1) = /?oh(~,)(u), it follows that 
a,(j,)EL= (2 1 r(u) A i.Gfl~h’(~~)(u), for any UEA). 
Hence c(.,(y)<V{i I AEZ) =a,.(h’(y),~(e(~)))=a,~~li(!,), i.e., (h,It) is an 
arrow. 
C”fE AxCL1’1 B E,xE -=-+ E? 
X---l--, E., AXi E,xE, 
(F.G.(l)) (F.G.(2)) (F.G.(3 1) 
Note that 
et!, 0 (1, x I;) = eo,(u, h(.u)) = 46,(u, (/?(.I-)), fT(e(.u))) 
= h’(x)(u) = h,(u, x). 
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i.e., eo, 9 (l,xlj)=h,. 
commutative and the 
an exponential. 
(5) A subobject 
Similarly, eo, - ( 1 E, xk)=k,. Hence, (EG.(I)) is - _ 
(11, k) is unique, i.e., {[(C, CC<), g’, E], (et’,, CW~)~ is
classifier does not exist in FSet’. Suppose that a 
subobject classifier exists in FSer’. Let {[(Q,w),{ ,,,, E], (u,c)) be a 
subobject classifier and PO: (0;. + (0, 11, s.t. /3”(O) =O 
(F.G.(II)) 
then in = (l,, 1,) is a manic arrow, hence there exists an 4,,, such that 
d,,l~m= (u, 2)) ;(lO, lo). It follows that b,,,‘-n=(u,, L~),Y (I,, 1,). Hence there 
exists a unique arrow fi = (C,. Cl), which makes Figure (II) commutative. 
It follows that flo3fi,b~,, but /i’Ocfi,(0)=fl,(O)=O, ~,,(0)=1. This is a 
contradiction. Hence, a subobject classifier does not exist. 
4. RELATIONS BETWEEN FACTOR SPACES 
I. Factor Spaces ooer the Same Factor Set 
Assume that {X, f (t E L) is a factor space, L = P(E), and X, n X, = 0 
(s # t, s, t E E). Let 
p: .4= U X, + E 
I E E 
s + p(x) = t. if .Y E X, 
then the factor space corresponds to a bundle (A, p). 
Let FS(E) be a category, let its objects be factor spaces over E, and let 
its arrow k from (X,J,rtE) to .( Y,).,,tE, be an arrow k from (A, p) to (B, q) 
in &r(E), where B=UrcE Y,. 
In knowledge representation, a concept can be described in some factor 
spaces and a concept CI* can be described as a fuzzy subset LX, of state space 
X, in factor space {X,)-,,.., [Z], then we obtain ((X,,CX,)},,~~~). Let 
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A=UZEE X,, CX: A -+ [IO, l] satisfying a(.u)=cc,(x) ifsEX,. then ((X,. a,) 1 
t E E), corresponds to a triple (A, cc p). 
Let FFS( E) be a category and let its objects be all [(X,, c(,) 1 t E E;, 
where {X, ( t E E) is a factor space. 2,: X, + [0, l] is a map. For any t E E, 
its arrow k from {(X,, x,) ) te Ej to [(Y,, /I,) I TV E) is an arrow k from 
(.A. CC, p) to (B, p, q) in FBn(E), where B= UlcE Y,. q: B-+ E is a map, s.t. 
;JV;,=,; if .r E I: ; fl: B -+ [O. I 1 . IS a map, s.t. /?( J’) = /?,( J’). if J’E Y,. then 
THEOREM 4.1. (i ) FS( E), FFS( E) me categories. (ii) FS( E) Is CI 
szrhcatego~j~ qf BIZ( E). (iii) FFS( E) is a suhcategor~7 ctf FBn( E). 
In this way, relations between factor spaces over the same factor set E 
and relations between concepts can be described as arrows in the categories 
F.S( E), FF.S( E), respectively. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let A = (X, 1 t E E} be a factor space over E. Then 
subobjects of A are called the subfactor spaces of A. 
Let Z be classes of all subfactor spaces of A, then elements of Z are 
objects in FS(E). Hence elements of 2 are also objects in Bn(E). Since 
Bn(E) is a Topos, logic operations induced by Topos can be applied in Z. 
Let B,={Y:I tEE ). B1= {Y;’ 1 ~EE),EZ, then 
B,uB,= [Y;u Y; 1 tgEi. 
B,nB,={Y~nY,!ItEE}. 
B’ = {A’,;,. Y, 1 TV Et, 
where B = 1 Y, 1 r E E 1, and X,\ Y, = {s E X, 1 s $ Y, ). then we have 
THEOREM 4.2. (L. u, n, c) is a Boolean algebra. 
II. Factor Spaces ocer Di’tirent Factor Sets 
LetA=~X,)tEE,),~=fY,ItEEz}betwofactorspacesoverE,,E,, 
respectively. They correspond to the bundle of sets (A, p, E;), (B, q, E,). 
Let FS be a category, its objects are all factor spaces, its arrow k from A 
to B is an arrow k from (A, p, E,) to (B, q, E,) in Set. 
Now let a concept a* correspond to {(X,, a,) I t E E, ), E FFS(E,) which 
corresponds to [(A, a), p, E,] E FSet’. Let FFS be a category, its 
objects are all ((X,, CC,) 1 t E E, 1.. where {X, I t E E, i is a factor space and 
x,: X, + [0, l] is a map. its arrow is the corresponding arrow in F&t’. 
Then we have 
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THEOREM 4.3. (i) FS, FFS are two categories. (ii) FS is a suhcategor,v 
ofFSet+. (iii) FFS is a subcategor), qf FSet’. 
In this way, the relation between factor spaces over different factor sets 
and the relation between concepts can be described as arrows in categories 
Set-’ and FSet’, respectively. 
5. ALGEBRAIC REPRESENTATION THEORY OF FACTOR SPACES 
I. Module Representation of Factor Spaces 
Let L be a Boolean algebra L = (L, A, v , c, 0, 1) 
s + t = (s A f) v (t A s’) s.t=sr\ t,s,tEL. 
Then L = (L, +, .) is a Boolean ring which has properties: (i) s2 =s, 
(ii) 2s = 0 for any s E L. 
LEMMA 5.1. IfPisaprinzeideaqfringL,then(i)s$P,t$P=s+tEP. 
(ii)s+t$Pes$P, IEPorsEP, t$P. 
Proof (i) Since s # P and s(s- 1) = 0 E P, it follows that s- 1 E P. 
Similarly t-1EP. Hence (s-l)+(t-I))EP, i.e., s+tEP. Part(ii) is 
clear. 
Now let Y=(Pl P is a prime idea}, for any SEL, Y<=(Pl PEV, 
s$ P), then we have 
LEMMA 5.2. Y,= Y,=s-s = t. 
Proof Suppose there exists a PE Y such that s + t $ P. From 
Lemma 5.1 it follows that s 4 P, t E P or s E P, t $ P, i.e., P E Y,, P$ Y, or 
PE Y,, P$ Y,, this is a contradiction with I’, = Y,. Hence s + t E P, and 
it follows that s + t E fipt V P. Then s + t is a nilpotent element [ 121, 
i.e., there exists a positive integer II such that (s + t)” = 0. Moreover, 
(s+t)‘=s+t, hence (s+t)=(s+t)“=O. It follows that s= -t=t. 
COROLLARY. (i) Y, = Y,, , Y, = Y,, * Y, +, = I’, + ,. 
(ii) Y, = Y,, j YV, = Y,,., for ary s E L. 
LEMMA 5.3. (i) YO=@, (ii)s A t=O== Y,n Y,=0, Y,+,= Y,u Yr. 
Proof: (i) This is clear 
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(ii) Since s A t = 0, it follows that,for any PE Y, s t E P and s E P or 
t E P, i.e., P$ Y, or P$ Y,. Hence P$ Y,n Y,. i.e., Y, n Y, = 0. Since 
PE Y,+, os+t#Pos$P, tEPorsEP, t&P 
0 PE Y,, P$ Y( or P$ Y,, PE Y, 
0 P E ( Y,\ Y, ) u ( Y,\ Y, ) 0 P E ( Y, u Y, ) ‘I%, ( Y, n Y, ) 
0 P E Y, u Y, (since Y, n Y, = 0 ), 
hence I’,+,= Y,u I’,. 
Clearly, we have from the lemma above 
THEOREM 5.1. Let L he a Boolean algebra, Y, @ Y, = Y, + , , s Y, = Y,,, 
then ((Y,~sELJ,@) is a Abelian group and ({YJ~EL),@,.) is a 
L-module. It is called the prime ideal module. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let .(X, 1 t E L} be a-factor space, L be a Boolean algebra. 
Let X, + X,=X,+,, s.X,=X,,, then (i) s A t=O=Xr+,=X.,xXI. 
(ii) ({X, 1 TV L}, $ ) is a Abelian group. (iii) (X, I t E L) is an L-module. It 
is called the factor space module. 
THEOREM 5.3. The ,factor space module is isomorphic to the prime ideal 
module. 
The proofs are clear. 
II. Topological Representation qf the Factor Space 
Let {X, I t E L 1 be a factor space, L be a Boolean algebra, 
Y = .( P 1 P is a prime ideal of Boolean ring L )., 
YE= {PI PEV’, PzE),J={Y,I EGL),. 
Then [12] 
(i) (Y, J) is a topological space 
(ii) {Y[ 1 tGL) IS a topological base and Y, is an open set and a 
closed set 
(iii) (I’, J) is a compact and Hausdorff space. 
DEFINITION 5.1. a E L is called a prime element, if a # 1 and 
s A tba*sda or t<a for any s, tEL. 
LetL*={aIaEL,aisaprimeelement),X*={X,IaEL*l, 
V(E)= {X, I aE L*, a>s, for any SEE). 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. (i) V(O)=X*, V(l)= @ 
(ii) 4Ulsr E,)= nrtT VE,), E,&L (tc T) 
(iii) V(E) = V( [El), where [E] is an ideal generated hy E 
(iv) V(AnB)= V(A)n C’(B), A, Bare ideals @ring L. 
Proof: Parts (i), (ii) are clear. 
(iii) Clearly, V(E) 2 C’( [E] ). Now let X, E V(E), then a 2 s for 
any SEE and consequently [E] c [a]. Since [a] = (a A t 1 t E Li, so, 
for any s E [El, we have s d a. and consequently X, E V( [E] ). Hence 
k’(E) = C’( [E] ). 
(iv) Clearly, V( 4 n B) 2 V( A ) u V(B). 
Let X, E C’( A n B), then for any s E A n B, s d a, i.e., [a] 2 A n B. Since 
[a] is a prime ideal of L, it follows that [a] 2 A or [a] 2 B. Hence 
X,E V(A)u V(B), i.e., V(AnB)= V(A)u V(B). 
Now let J*= {X,* 1 EEL), where Xz = X* - F(E) = (X, 1 X, E X*, 
X, # V(E)), then we have 
THEOREM 5.4. (i) (X*, J*) is a topological space. (ii) There exists a 
map 4: X* -+ Y. I$ is a rrzonomorphisrn and continuous. 
Proof. (i) Let X*,,, X& EJ*, then 
X&nX$=X*-(V(E,)u V(EJ)=X*-(V([E,])u V([E?])) 
=X*- V([E,ln [E,I)=X~E,l~CEZI~J*. 
Clearly. (X*. .I* ) is a topological space. 
(ii) If 
4:x*+ Y 
Xx + Cal 
then 4 is a monomorphism and continuous. 
COROLLARY. Let Y* =4(X*), .I, = i Y* n Y, 1 EC L}, then 
(i) (X*, J*) 2 (Y*, J*). 
(ii) (X*, J*) is a compact and Hausdorffspace. 
(iii) X* = (X, I a E L*. a 3 s } is an open and closed set. 
(iv) {X: I sE L), is a topological base qf(X*, .I*). 
The proof is clear. 
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6. FACTOR SPACES AND SHEAF 
I. Factor Spaces and Sheqf 
Assume (X, 1 t E L) is a factor space and consequently a factor space 
module, L is a Boolean ring. Let J be a topology over L, and 
&.= {X, 1 t 6 1q for any UE J, where U“= V(h 1 h E CJ}. 
then we have 
PROPOSITION 6.1. QL, is a module ouer L and consequently a submodule 
of the .factor space module. 
Proqf: (i) Let X,, X, E Q,:, then s 6 U“, t < U’, and consequently 
s+t<sv t<U”, hence X, 7 X,=XJfr~Qc.. 
(ii) Let Xr~QL!, i.e., t Q U I’, then st < t < U’ for any s E L. Hence 
sX, = X,, E Qc.. So Qc. is an L-module. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. 
‘i’r:l, : QL, -+ Qy 
x, + x, h L:L 
then ;jrTc. is a module homomorphism jirom QL: to Q ,,. 
Proqf: (i) Since (s+t) A (V’) = (s+t) V” = sV”+ tV’ = s A VI’+ 
t A k”‘, it follows that X,,+-rj ,~, c-L = X, ,., c.L ? X, n c.,, i.e.. 
(ii) yL’dsXt) = rLrC.(Xsr) = X, ,., ,~ &.< = sX, pI vL = syc.,,( X,). Hence yrTr, 
is a module homomorphism. 
THEOREM 6.1. rf 
(Un vy= U“ A v”. for an)’ U, C’ E J (1) 
then (QLJ. Y~.~.),~,~~, is a module sheaf over (L, J). 
Proof. (i) Assume that U 2 Vz W, U, V, WE J. We are going to 
prove 
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In fact, ~‘~M,“~.L.I,(X~)=Y(‘-~(X~~, C.L)=X,n ,., n ,,.,. Since F2 W, so 
W” d 1” and consequently 
(ii) Assume that Cr, O,EJ, U = vie, L’i and X,, XI~Qc,., 
l’r,:r~,(X,)=~L:L;(X,). Then X,, (.:=XIn(:, where CT:‘=// {hj/r~L’:‘~. 
It follows that V,,, (s A U;)=V,,, (z A C’::), then s A (Vi,, Lr;)=r A 
(Vi,/ ‘: )’ 
Since U= Ule, Ui, it follows that Vlcl 17: = U” and consequently 
.~r\LI“=t~U’byX,,X,~Q,,wehaves$II”,(~U”,therefores=t,i.e., 
X,=X,. 
(iii) Assume that U, Ui~J, IY=U,~, UJ and for each iEI, there 
exists a X,, E Q C,,r satisfying 
k,C!,,(xr,j = h~,rr,,(q, for any i, jEIT Uii=U,nUi#R/. 
Let t = //,=, t,. Since X,, 6 Qu,, so t, d U):, hence t = Vit, ti d 
Vie, CT; = GIL’. Consequently X, F Qr:. and it follows that 
=x, Y LV 
= x,’ ~ 
,*,,r h Lf.2 L”Il I f I 
[‘\/ ,*+r. A u:,bl 
= xt! v pd’(I, .& (,:,)I = xrj. I 
Therefore (Q,, yvc,], r EJ) is an L-module sheaf. 
COROLLARY. If 
I A VL’ = t A (Un V)“, .for uny U. P’ E J, X, E Q c: (2) 
then {Q,, ~c’rL.,, is un L-module sheaf: 
The proof is clear. 
II. Factor Spaces and Sheaf Categor)? 
Let F.S(L) be a category, its objects are all the factor spaces over L, its 
arrows from {X: I TV L} to (Xf 1 TV L) are module homomorphisms 
between them. 
Now let (X; ( t E L} be a factor space and let J be a topology over L 
satisfying (1) or (2). {Q,, z~~,~},~,~.,, is a module sheaf as above. By defini- 
tion, we take S,= (F, n, L), its adjoint space, then: (i) {(Q(:),,.,,,, E, 
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Y~.~.} is a module system, U ~ is all open neighborhoods of .Y in J. (ii) An 
equivalence relation is introduced into the set IJ (Q,, 1 UE oJ..i : 
x, - I x, o 3 K’E UJ.,, F’G U, WC V such that yL;,JX,,) = y,.,,-(X,). 
i.e., X, -.Y X, 0 X, ,., ,{., = X, ~ ,*?. 
(iii) Let F., = b,.,,, QL.. F = U ,EL [F,. We introduce a topology 
which is generated by all sets { [X,],. / J’E U) for any UE J and X2 E Q(,, 
x is a nature projection TC: F + L satisfying TC( iF, ) = 1.~)) and 71 is 
continuous. 
Now let (X: 1 MEL),, {Xf 1 MEL 1 be two factor spaces where 4 is an 
arrow between them, i.e., 4 is a module homomorphism, their adjoint 
spaces are SL=(F,, z,, L), S.=(F2, rr2. L), respectively. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let 
(*) 
then cl(Q) i.y a sheaf homomorphism. 
Proqf (i) Clearly, x(4) is well-defined. Let Xl -.r Xi, then there 
exists a WE U., such that Xl, I(.,.= X:,, u.V, then W’X: = W”X:. Hence, 
W’&Xf) = WC&X:), i.e., 4(X.:) -~&Xi). 
Let XEL, [Xf],~F=n;‘(s), then cc(&)([Xf],.)= [d(Xj)]..~Ft.= 
TC;‘(.Y). Hence ~((4) keeps the stalks. 
(iii) Clearly, restriction of x(d) in IF’ is a module homomorphism. 
(iv) Let ([Xf]., 1 .YE U} be an open set in IF?, then 
is an open set in F, , hence ~(4) is a sheaf homomorphism. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A, B he tbc’o objects in FS(L), q5 is an arro~c~~from A 
to El. Let u(A) be the corresponding adjoint space (F, xc, L) ii-ith A, a(~$) 
defined as in (* ), then c1 is a ,faitt?ful functor ,from FS(L) to Sh( L). 
Proof: Clearly, x is a functor. Let 4, $ be two arrows from A to B, 
whereA={XfItEL),, B={Xflt~L},and~($), then 
zc~)(Cxfl.)=z(lCI)(Cxfl,) for any x E L, A-t E A, 
i.e., C4tx.i )I r = C$(K )I 1. 
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Assume that &Xf)=Xf,, Il/(Xf)= Xf,, then Xf, -.YX:2 for any .YE L 
particularly when taking .Y = I, v t,. Then there exists a WE LJ, such that 
Jr f, ,.. U’ = x f2 ,I ,+‘I . Since .Y = t, v t, E W, hence I < W’ and consequently 
f, d W” (i= I, 2L then Xf,=Xf2, i.e.. &XJ)=II/(XI). Therefore b=$, i.e., 
u is faithful. 
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